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ABSTRACT 

The energies of the positrons from IJ.+ meson decay are measured ~n a 

Spiral Orbit Spectrometer. The mesons' are produced by the 340 Mev protons 

from the Berkeley l84-inch Cyclotron. The spectrometer employs a particle 

orbit of 21 inches diameter with II1&gpetic fields as high as 20,000 guass. 

The positrons are detected by scintillation crystals in quadruple coincidenceo 

A considerable increase in the accuracy of the positron momentum spectrum is 

obtained 0 
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Ie INTRODUCTION-

An investigation of the energy of the elect~ons resulting from the decay 

of l! mesons has been conducted using a relatively new technique. Mesons pro~ 

duced artifically by protons from the lS4-inch cyclotron are used as the source 

of positrons, .and the energies of these positrons are mea.sured in a ItSpiral 

Orbit Spectrometer". 

1 This type of spectrometer has been studied and developed in Japan since 

1941. The present experiment is the first apPlication of this technique in 

this country. 

The relatively high counting rate permits a considerable extension in the 

accuracy of the spectrum as given by previous research. 2,3,4 All the former 

work has been done with cosmic ray mesons as a source. The combination of the 

cyclotron beam and the spiral orbit spectrometer has enabled us to conduct a 

controlled experiment on the energy spectrum. 

The external deflected beam of 340 Mev protons from the cyclotron pro~ 

duces 1t mesons of bot}. plus and minus variety. l.ve are interested primarily 

in the 1t + meson production. The cross section for 1t + production by protons 

has been investigated by Richman5 and others. The target of the cyclotron 

beam is located at the source position of the spectrometer .. 
+ . 

n mesons which 

stop in the target give rise to ~+ mesons through 1t4.1J.+ + 11 decay process 
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with a mean life of' 2 .. 6 x 10-a secondso6 The 4 Mev .energy of ~he ~+ meson is 

absorbed in approximately 00,2, grams/cm2 and therefore .almost ~ll of these 

, -6 
mesons remain in the target 0 Their decay with a mean life of 2015 x 10 sec-

onds 7,a gives rise to the posit'rons~and t'h~ magnetic field of the spectrometer 

is employed to define a particular energy interval of the energy spectrum 

present.. The positrons are detected by four scintillation crystals and asso= 

ciated photomultiplier tubes in quadruple' coinc:'idenceo 

IIo' APPARATUS 

Spiral Orbit Spectromete~ 

The "~piral Orbit" spectrqmeter has been given this name because of the 

manner in which the particles j of a particular momentum~ emerging from the 

center, spira],. outw?rd and .approach to the so cal,led listable orbitli 0, Particles 

of a lower momentum will be.turned back before reaching the orbihand will re= 

turn to the origino P~rticles of a higher momentum will go out~ pass through 

the orbit, and l;>e lost 0 The rapiqitywithwhich a particle.of the carr,ect 

momentum reaches the orbit is of course dependent on, the particular magnetic 

field distribution employed 0 For a, fielddistr~bution similar ,to that labeled 

"B" in Figure 1" it has been denlOnstrated? t~at a particle of a momentum to be 

focused in the orbit is already close,.tothe orbit after it has been turned 

through less .than laOorrom, its original angle of emissiono And a particle 

of momentum only 10 percent lower will have a· maximum travel out. from the cen= 

ter of less than 6/10 of the ra<ii:us to the. orb~t.9 and is ,then deflected back. 

to the origino A critical ~tabili:ty eJSfsts for particles, in the "stab.levi or= 

bito After a few trav::ersals o( the circlllar,,,orbitj' they are lo~to 

In order. to have a spiralo~bit.9. ap,<i the charged. particle approach to a 
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circle of radius r=j?, the following conditions should be satisfied at r =;0; 

~ = 0 and d
2
r=O 

dt ~ dt2 (1) 

. Therefore, as indicated by Iwata, Miyamoto, and Kat ani , 1 

mv = e~ , (2) 

are the definition of the stable orbit, and of the momentum of a charged 

particle i.n that orbito A salient feature of this equation is the fact that 

the position of the stable orbit is determined by the Shapk of the magnetic 

field distribution, and is completely independent of the absolute magnitude 

of the field. (This is true as long as the field shape does not change when 

Hmax, i.e. the current setting, is changedo) 

Examples of the field. distributions employed are given in Figure 1. The 

B field distribution (associated with a 3-1/4 inch pole gap) was used in the 

early stages of the experiment. It has the advantage of quite large vertical 

focusing, with a resultant ~ncrease in the detection efficiency. The field 

distributi.on labeled A (associated with a gap of 2-5/8 inches) has practically 

no verticle focusing, as can be seen from the graph, except in the vicinity of 
~,r 

the orbit. But it has the advantage of an H value at the orbi~ large enough 

to cover the upper end of the spect~um(~ 50 Mev electrons). The presence of 

a homogeneous magnetic field_in a major part of the. gap also permits the em

ployment of the proton moment nuclear fluxmeter for an accurate absolute cali-

bration of thefieldo The positiop of the stable orbit is determined from 

Equation (3)Qr numerical integrationo A field distribution of the type A 

above also improves the accuracy in the. calculation off. 

A plan view of the cyclotron, deflected beam, and positioning of the 
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spectrometer is shown in 'Figure 20 The proton beam is collimated with a4 foot 

. long brass collimator of 1/2 inch internal diametero The targets used were: Be 

'l-l/S ino diameter x 3-1/4 ina long, C 1 ino diameter x 3ino long, Al 1 ino 

diameter x 3 ina longoOne and 1/4 inch 'holes were located in each of the 

pole pieces~ coincident with the axis of the magnetic field~ for the passag~ 

of the beama 

Figure 3 is a photograph of the spectrometero The iron pole pieces and 

the iron bars and plates of the flux return path were added in order to give 

an efficient shape to the field distribution in the ,gap» as well as to in-

crease the absolute magnitude of the field, thus extending the upper energy 

limit of the spec;:trometero 'Currents as high as SOO amperes were used with 

peak fields of about 20~000 gausso The pole pieces are 20 inches in diameter, 

and the total weight of the spectrometer is about 6 tonso 

, Scintillation Detectiohof Particles 

For the detection of particles ,in the orbit, scintillation crystals and 

photomultiplier tubes were usedo Figure 4 shows the arrangement of the de= 

tecting apparatus in the spectrometero Quite clear anthracene crystals of 

dimensions 1=1/4 ina x 3/4 ino x 3/16 ino were placed on one' end ~f iucit~ 

light pipesoCrystal and pipes were enclosed in reflecting aluminum foil~ 

and the whole was wrapped with black tapeo The photomultiplier tubes (lP21) 

were encased in a close-fitting magnetic shiela of 1/2 inch iron» slotted for 

insertion of the light pipeo These shields were effective in the somewhat 

large field gradients present at the flux cross-over regiono Tests indicated 

that the phototube efficiency variation as a function of magnetic field set= 

ting was less than 3 percent over the ,entire rangeo The final crystal and 

phototube mount is shown in the photograph of Figure 50 Four crystal detectors 
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were used, with a central angle of 150 between crystalso A particle moving in 

a straight line, will be unable to traverse the four crystalso C -4 electronic 

circuits 0 The electrom.c counting arrangement is presented in Figure 6. Sig-

nals from the phototube go into a Discriminator and Pulse Former Circuit (of 

resolving time 0.2 ~ sec.). At maximum sensitivity a 40 millivolt or larger 

pulse will t.rip these circuits and the output pulse is a uniform 30 volts. 

These pulses.are then fed into a Quadruple Coincidence circuit (of resolving 

time 002 ~ sec.)o The high voltage on the phototubes was usually in the vi-

cinity of 1250 volts. 

In order to identif,y these quadruple coincidences with the positrons of 

+ 
~ decay~ we require that their decay have the characteristic half-life.' For 

this reason the quadr~ple coincidence signals are again fed into coincidence 

with 2 ~ sec o gates so that the counting rate decay over 2 ~, sec. intervals 

may be observed. The cyclotron beam has a repetition rate of,-.i 60 pulses per 

second, and each pulse of the electr::i.cally deflected beam has a duration of 

less than 003 ~ sec. The deflector pulse triggers the gate fo~ng units. The 

position of the start of these tandem gates can be varied, and it was usually 

found desirable to delay the counting until about 5 ~ seco after the beam pulseo 

With a mean life of 2.15 ~ seco, this obviously indicates a large loss in total 

counts obtainableo But the high singles counting rate during and immediately 

after the beam resulted in a rather high accidental quadruple backgrouna counting 

rate, which could be effectively eliminated only by the insertion of this delayo 

The source of this large singles counting rate is not very well under-

stood. A large neutron flux is known to exist in the shielded cave of the 

external beam port. Recoil protons and neutron induced activities are undoubt-

edly a major factor •. Any intense short lived y activity of the target itself 

might contribute to accidental quadruples. In addition the disproportionately 
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large signal due to the actual beam flux is occasionally capable of rendering 

the electronic detecting apparatus inoperative for as long as 3 microsecondso 

': '~ Background Determination 

Several methods of determination of the background counting rate were 

investigated~ and the two most unambiguous methods are sketched in Figure 70 

In the t~st labeled A, a 4 inch thick piece of lead j = large enough to com-

pletely cover the crystal, was placed in the orbit immediately above the top 

crystalo It did not block the crystals from any radiation from the target, 

nor in general from any other direction except that of the orbito The test 

labeled B consisted of removing alternate crystals radially back out of the 
. -',' 

orbit 1 incho The crystals were 3/4 inch wide (dimension along the radius) so 

that this travel made it impossible for a particle ih the orbit to give a 

quadrup18 coincidenceo And yet the exposure of the crystals to all 'general 

background radiation was not diminishedo 

Operational Procedure 

The integration of the cyclotron beam was accomplished by the use of an 
.' '10 

ion chamber coupled into an integrating electrometero The ion chamber was 

filled to 100 cm of argon -C02 mixture, and was checked for linearity with 

beam intensityo 

Under normal operating conditions the magnet current setting corre-

sponding to a particular momentum interval would be maintained until a con-

venient charge was indicated on the electrometero The exposure time would be 

of the order of 5 minutes 0 The electrometer was then cleared and a new mo-

mentum interval observed for the same total beam chargeo In this manner the 

total momentum spectrum was covered in a relatively short period, and then 
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the entire process would be repeated, usually about four times. This method 

served to eliminate long term drift effects as well as to permit a constant 

check on the reproducibility of the datao The position of the start of the 

counting and the beam intensity were adjusted until the background counting 

rate~ as determined by the above tests~ was less than 5 percent of the norma] 

rateD The cyclotron beam intensity would occasionally be lowered by a factor 

of 1/2 and 1/4 and the runs repeated to ascertain that the observed counts 

were real eventso 

III. EXPERTh1ENT AL RESULTS 

The results of the several experimental runs with the cyclotron are em~ 

bodied in the graphs of Figures g and 90 In Figure g the experimental data 

actually observed, - making only the initial correction of are plotted as 

I =: IOBSERVED 
Hp 

for a spectrometero In Figure 9 these data have been corrected 

for the energy resolution peculiar to this instrumento The shape of the 

resolution curve is also included on the graph 0 A discussion of the accuracy 

of this correction is incorporated in the following sectiono 

A total of about 4,000 counts were obtained for this spectrum determ.ination~ 

Some idea of the counting rate can be given by the data from a recent run wherein 

the counting rate, for a magnetic field setting corresponding to p = 70 m c, 
e 

(momentum units in electron masses times c) was in the vicinity of 7 counts/mino 

The agreement of the decay of the observed counting rate with that for 

+ 
~ meson decay is portrayed in Figure 100 All of the coUnts for the run con= 

sidered are totaled for each successive gate and thecouhting rate given is 

the individual total for the respective gateD The slope of the line is arbi= 

trarily drawn for 'I = 2015 ~ sec. as given by Neresonand Rossio? 
mean 
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IV 0 ACCURACY OF THE MEASUREMENTS 

Magnetic Field and Orbit Determinations 

The measurements of the absolute intensity of the magnetic field were 

done with a nuclear f1~eter which is sufficiently accurate that the error 

in this determination is negligibleo. The magnet current was adjusted by the 

use of a current regulator attached to the generatoro Repetition of the 

measurements for the same setting of the magnet current has shown that the 

reproducibility is better than 1 percento The change ~n field distribution 

against radius with different magnet currents was checked to be less than the 

error of the flip coil measurements' which is of the order of :: 1 percent to 

2 percento 

10 

20 

EvaIuation of Additional BackgroundEffect,~ 

Other types of errors are also to be considered~ 

Very energetic beta ray acti.vity produced at the targeto 

Electrons from ~~ decayo 

{
Superposition of positrons produced at the first crystal due to n. mesons 

+ -+ + + stopping in the first crystal and giving rise to n~ fI.L decay and !.l. ~ e 

decayo 

40 Effect of scattering of the electrons at the crystals and also during 

flight inlatmosphere'pressure over a path length of 2 feet to 3 feeto 

50' Effe'Ct:of energy loss of the electrons going through matter both. at the 

target~ and at the crystalso 

FortunatelY;J all these errors have been checked to be small i.n the region 

of the momentum spectrum~. ioeo from 40 to 110m co The method of investigation 
e 
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of each effect was as follows: 

1. Since the spectrometer is symlIietric to charged particles of either sign, 

it is possible to have quadruple coincidences from negative particles of 

the same momentum as that of the positrons under observationo Therefore 

any beta activity in this momentum range would give rise to real coum;.s •. 

However, theoretical considerations indicate that beta activity with a 

beta energy> 20 Mev is extremelyunlikelyo Due to the difficulty of 

measurement'there is not much'experimental data on this subject. It is 

apparent though that our experimental arrangement was simultaneously a 

feasible method of making suchan investigation. The magnitude of such 

p0ssible co~tamination was shown to be quite small by these tests; 

a) by counting with reduced energy of the proton beam. The yield of 

+W n mesons is' Supposed to be very sensitive to the proton energy 

while the beta ray activity is expected to be about the same, i.e. 

relatively independent of the proton energy in the region of 300 to 

340 Mev.· 

b) 'by counting with targets of different elements 0 The energy spectra 

for Be, C, and Al targets were the same within the statistical error. 

and one would expect that the energies and intensities of any con-

taminating beta activities would be quite sensitive to the target 

element. 

2. Again because of the acceptance of the spectrometer of both + and

charged particles any p.~ ~ e- decay would be included in with the ~+ ..... e+ 

decay. . Of course because 'of the large capture probability of th~ n-

'. in the target material. this effect was expected to be quite small. This 

fact was corroborated by placing a 4 inchPb absorber below the bottom 

, crystal, . (similar to the background test discussed earlier as applied to 
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the top crystal) and the relatively small change in the countin~ rate 

(less than 5 percent} would .be accoun.ted for by the, slight decI,"ease in 

the transmission solid angle of the spectrometero 

30 Effect. of n+. stopping and decaying in the first crystalo ,It should be 

noted that th~. spectrometer focuses n mesons of a corresponding HI' 0 

Indeed" this property was employed in an earlier experiment for a determi-

t · f t h +/ t" . 1 l' 11 Th + na ~on 0 ,',e n n- ra ~o ~n a, s~ng e emu s~on~ e n energycorre-

to an HI' 'of p = 100 mec is approximately 12 Mev" Approximatelyl02 gm/cm
2 

, 

of eu will stop tbese mesons, and such an absorber was placed in the orbit 

',about 8 inches from the first crystalo Any real counts due to this source 
'f 

would drop off by approximately the ratio of the, solid angle subtended by 

. the crystals for the old and new positions of the meson absorber., The 

counting rate change was slight ,so evidently the. original small solid 

'- ,angle kept this effect small •. 

40 Scattering of electronso. This ,was tested by putting an additional crystal, 

7/8 inch thick in front of the first oneo It is calculated that this will 

exaggerate the scattering by a factor of threeo The counting rate indi-

,',' cated however that even this accentuated effect, is. less than 8 percent, so 

that the actual effect of scattering in the. regular crystals should not be 

an important factoro The pole gap enclos,ure\\Ta.s not ,evacuated so that 

the average 2 foot or 3' foot trajectory of the particle was through that 

amount of normal ,atmosphereo The long .pathmagnifies the effect ,of the 

scattering,- but the small amount of matter trav,ersed (""'0003 gm/cm2) to

gether with the particle energies involved (""'35 Mev) are the basis for 

the estimate that the air scattering is less than that in the, crystals 

Which was tested, to be smallo 

,5~Energy loss in crystals and in target 0 The energy loss due to ionization 

per crystal is calculated to be close to 0.8 Mev over the momentum range 

'. 
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consideored. The main effect of this loss is the tendency for the particle 

to leave the orbit due to the lowered moment um 0 However, this momentum 

change is relatively small, (for a 40 Mev positron, this corresponds to 

a 2 percent momentum change). Moreover, since this energy loss per crystal 

is relatively constant for a 30-50 Mev positron, the net effect of this 

momentum shift will be a slight decrease in the detection efficiency which 

will not change the shape or position of the spectrum" The mean radiation 

los~es over this momentum range for carbon, (main constituent of the scin-

tillation crystals) is less than 1/5 the ionization losses so this effect 

can be considered as negligibleo 

Energy losses in the target, though~ are more importante The mean 

thickness of target material traversed by the positrons is calculated by 

considering; 1) the efficiency of the spiral orbit spectrometer for 

sources made up of cylindrical shells of "varying radii, and 2) the radial 

density distribution of ~+ decay in the targeto For the case of a beryllium 

target, the radiation loss compared to ;the ionization loss is relatively 

smaller than for the case of carbon mentioned above.. These considerations 

lead to an estimate of 0025 inch as the mean, target thickness traversed 

with an overall average energy loss of 2 Mevo This correction is included 

in both spectrum plotso 

6. Mi~cellaneous sourceso As for the electrons due to the y rays produced, 

by capture of n-, or nO decay, these are eliminated by starting the 

counting only after a decay of several microsecondso " 

The percentage of n+ mesons which decay directly into positrons is 

12 
extremely small, and any such positron counts are similarly eliminated 

by the use of delay gate circuitso 
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. ·Besolution Curve of Spectrometer· 

" ',."" 

One of the most important points that should be dis·cussed· here is the 

resolution curve of the spectrometero There will be a spread in the resolution 

curve due to the effect of the comparatively large diameter of the target and 

also added to this will be the electron contribution of the pole surfaceso 

'I'h;i.s latter effect may be appreciable~ especially in the region close to the 

axis because the density of n mesons absorbed in this region is expected to be 

rather higho The 11 mesons thus absorbed may result in a moderate electron 

emission from the pole surfaceso 

The ratio of the target radius to the radius of the critical orbit should 

be less than 0003 9 and for maximum energy resolution~ as low as 00010 In order 
r, ", r 

to obtain a reasonable counting rate9 a rather large target was used~ for which 

the ratio was 00050 . However.\) the effective ratio is smaller than this due to 

the collimation which results in a higher beam densi~y at the center of the 

target 0 The ratio should be. close to 0004,. and for the detector system used.\) 

this. corresponds to an energy resolution of about ~5 percento The resolution of 

the spectrometer is rather sensitive to the central angle subtended?y the systemo 

In this apparatus the· angle was 450
,. which is sufficiently large that it helps 

offset the spread due to the large diameter targeto The ratio of crystal de

tector width to the radius of the orbit is 1/150 The energy resolution is 

relatively insensitive to the crystal width in this region (eogo a 50 percent 
',. Ii 

increase in detector width would affect the energy resolution less than 10 

percent) 0 Since an increase in the crystal width would increase the overall 

detection efficiency.9 such a possibility had been consideredo But the drop 
. . 

in light collection efficiency for such a crystal would offset most of this 

gaino 
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In order to study the spread due to electrons from the pole surfaces, two 

tests were conducted, as sketched in Figure 110 In the test labeled A, two 

Be targets were employed, both of l-l/S inch diametero The first one, 1 inch 

long was positioned such that it was for'ward of the gap· with its rear surface 

flush with the gapo The second one; 3 inches long, was back of the gap, and 

with its front surface flusho With this arrangement the number of mesons ab= 

sorbed by the pole piece surfaces in question is estimated to' be of the order 

of one-half of normal, and of course the counts due to electrons from the tar-, 

get will be completely missingo The test labeled B consisted of taking data 

with the target in its normal position and with removable cones as shown, first 

in position, - and then with them completely out of the gapo The electron con

tribution of the pole pieces should be considerably decreased by the absence 

of these particular pole surfaces o The information obtained from these tests 

is that the background counts due to this effect of the pole surfaces is less 

than 1/10 of the total area of the resolution curveo 

The proton beam density at the target is also an important factor in the 

shape of the resolution curveo The. usual beam collimator employed was 4 feet 

long and 1/2 inch internal diametero This resulted in a fairly homogeneous 

beam of 3/4 inch at the target, and considerable time was always' given for the 

precise adjustment of this beam on the target centero This gives a denser 

population of n mesons close to the axis of the l-l/S inch diameter target which 

tends to diminish the otherwise expected resolution spreado So from the combined 

results of both calculations and tests mentioned above the resolution curve as 

given in Figure 9 is considered to be the most likely oneo 

The corrections due to this resolution curve are very small for the momen

. tum spectrum around the intensity maximum, but are large for points close to 

the momentum maximumo So it might be pointed out that the error in the esti-
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mation of the resolution curve does not affect the momentum value of lover max 

1 percent to 2 percent~ - but may affect the momentum value of E about 3 to max 

4 percento 

Conclusions. 

The momentum spectrum obtained is shown in Fi~~res g and 9. The momentum 

value for the intensity maximum is p = 72 ~ 3 m c. 
e 

The nature of the I.l. meson and its decay products are discussed by Tiomno, 
.. ~ ~ + 

Wheeler, and Rau ., and more recently by Michel. Althol,lgh the process of I.l. 

meson decay yielding a neutral meson I.l.+-+e + + I.l.O + 71 , of small rest mass can

not be ruled out, the process I.l. +-? e + + 2 J is the" favored reactiono 15 In an 

examination of the experimental spectrum as compared to the theoretical curves13 

for simple types of coupling,the following conclusions can .be drawno Of the 

15 theoretical interactions (different interactions occasionally yield similar 

curves so that the number of distinct spectra is less than 15) all but 4 may be 

rejected quite completelYo16 The four remaining are: 

(1) Tensor Antisymmetric, with Charge Elcchange 

(2) Tensor,Simple Charge Elcchange 

(3) Scalar, Charge Retention 

(~) Pseudoscalar, Charge Retention 

The curves resulting from interactions (1), (3), and (4) are identical 

and in good agreement with the observed spectrum, as shown in Figure 90 As-

surning the neutrino mass + mv ~ 0, the I.l. meso~ mass corresponding to this 

momentum maximum is 216 ± g meco Due to the breadth of the energy resolution 

curve (as shoWn in Figur~ 9)the interaction (2) above still retair,s a certain 

probabilityo The agreement of this theoretical curve with the observed spec-

trum is sensitive to the actual ~ meson masso That is, calculations indicate 
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that while for a meson mass of m~ = 216 me interaction (2) has negligible 

probability, this probability increases with decreasing meson mass until for 

the case of m~ = 206 me its agreement with the data is Oo? as probable as that 

of the other theories (1), (.3), and (4) 0 This simultaneously defines the 

probability of a finite upper limit for the spectrumoThat these possibilitiep. 

are to be considered is emphasized by a recent determination of the I,.L meson 

mass by Birnbaum, Smith, and Barkas17 of m~ = 210 ~. 2 meo 

By combining several of the simple types of coupling, theoretical spectra 

result which range over wide latitudeso Therefore if complex combinations, of 

more than ohe of the interactions are to be considered possible, the experi~ 

mental curve will still leave a considerable amount of ambiguity in the identi

fication of the combinationo 

For comparison, the various methods used by pervious investigators are af;! 

follows: The method of Steinberger2 involved absorption of the positrons, ioeo 

a range analysiso This is a difficult approach because of the large straggling 

of the positrons in this momentum range o Leighton, Anderson, and Seriff, 3 

employing a cloud chamber in a magnetic field, obtained 75 pictures of ~ decay 

particles, both electrons and positronso This small number of points when 

spread out over the energy spectrum result in an appreciable probable error in 

the final curveo Another investigation, conducted by Davis, Lock, and Muirhead4 

used the relationship between the mean square scattering angle and the energy 

of the particleso This method is subject to the large fluctuation of scattering, 

and the difficulties of the measurements in an emulsiono 

The present work then has resulted in a much more accurate spectrumo More= 

over, the technique of the measurement, the employment of the spectrometer and 

counter detection methods, is an interesting contribution to the experimental 

study of this problem 
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Figure 10 Magnetic Field Distribution in Gap. 

Figure 2. Plan View of Spectrometer in Deflected Beam of Cyclotron. 

Figure 3. 

Figure 4· 

Figure 5. 

Figure 6. 

FigUre 7. 

Figure 3. 

Figure 9· 

Figure 10. 

'Spiral Orbit Spectrometer. 

Median Plane of Spectrometer. 

Scinti11ati¢n Crysta~ Detector. 

Electronic Block Diagram. 

Background Tests.: 

Observed Momentum Spectrpm. 

Corrected Momentum Spectrum. 

Counting Rate in the 2 lJ., sec. Gates.' 

Figure 11. 'Additional Background Testso 
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